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     This dissertation is mainly about the research of the acts of Ming 
dynasty Chuanqi excerpted in the traditional Chinese anthologies from 
the late Ming dynasty to the Middle of Qing dynasty. Moreover, the 
changes of the order of the acts of the excerpted plays and how the plays 
are altered will be analyzed. This dissertation will include seven parts: an 
introduction, five chapters and an epilogue. 
     In the introduction, the studies about Chuanqi plays, acts and 
excerpted acts of Ming dynasty from the beginning of twenty century till 
now will be overviewed. Furthermore, the statistics of the traditional 
Chinese anthologies from the late Ming dynasty to the Mid Qing time 
will be illustrated. Finally, the scope of the studies will be given and the 
corresponding concepts will be defined. In chapter one, the characteristics 
in which the Chuanqi plays are excerpted in the different anthologies will 
be analyzed associating with the change of tendency in play creation.  
Next, the changes of the order of the acts of the excerpted plays, the 
alteration of some of the plays and the evolution of the anthologies 
themselves will be introduced. In chapter two, on the one hand, the more 
specific analysis about the scattering and changes of the three plays 
which are < The Jade Hairpin >, < Washing Gauze > and < The Calling 
Phoenix > from the late Ming time to the Mid Qing time will be analyzed. 
On the other hand, a brief introduction about <Zhufa Ji>, <The Take of 
Double Pearl> and some other plays will be made. In chapter three, the 
two important plays, the < The Peony Pavilion > and < An Upright 
Hero >, which caused the hot debate between Tang xianzu and Shen jing, 
will be analyzed in detail. The focus of the analysis is on the changes of 















excerpted in the anthologies from the end of the debate between Tang 
xianzu and Shen jing to the end of Ming dynasty will be introduced and 
analyzed. The plays are < The Water Margin >, <The Red Pear>, < The 
Incense Burning>, <The Red Plum flower>, <Shihou Ji> and<Xilou Ji> 
in which the first two will be highlighted. The alteration and inherit 
relationship in <Zuiyiqing> and <Zhuibaiqiu> will also be centered on. In 
chapter five, some Chuanqi plays which are passed down in the form of 
handwritten copy will be introduced. <Geyi Ji>and<Jiaoxiao Ji> will be 
taken as the important plays to analyzed concretely when comparing the 
handwritten copies and the original acts from <Zhuibaiqiu>. And a short 
statement about the main acts from <Zuiyiqing> since the end of Ming 
dynasty will be made. Eventually, in the epilogue, a summary of the 
whole dissertation will be given. And the tendency of changes and 
alteration, the status and values of the anthologies in Ming and Qing 
times will be concluded. 
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